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Welcome to the 2018
edition of The University of
Buckingham’s Independent
magazine.
2017 was a year of great success
for the University. Buckingham
was awarded Gold in the
Teaching Excellence Framework,
and received accolades in the
National Student Survey,
including placing equal first
in the UK for overall student
satisfaction, as well as coming
joint top in the UK for the
quality of teaching and third in
the UK for both assessment and
feedback and academic support.
The University also continually
rates as one of the safest campus
environments in the United
Kingdom. In 2018 we have
continued to grow on this success.
I am happy to announce that two of our
academics have won prominent awards for
their work. Firstly, Professor Anthony O’Hear
and his daughter Natasha won the prestigious
ACE/Mercers’ Book Award for their book,
‘Picturing the Apocalypse: The Book of
Revelation in the Arts over Two Millennia’.
Secondly, Professor David Jacques won the
Current Archaeology award for the Best
Research Project of the Year, the most sought
after archaeology award in the country, for
his pioneering work at Stonehenge. We
are incredibly proud to have such inspiring
lecturers here at Buckingham.
In June we held our third annual Festival
of Higher Education, as well as the EntFest
(Enterprise Festival for the local community
and graduation of the Peter Jones Scholars)
and the Buckingham Literary Festival. All

three events were packed into one week and
the campus was buzzing with excitement,
discussion and visitors. The festivals were very
successful and we are already putting plans
in place for next year’s events. I love nothing
more than showing off our beautiful campus.

looking very impressive and we thank Lord
Vinson for his generous donation which
made the dream of this magnificent building
a reality. We will be hosting a party on
campus to celebrate the grand opening and
hope to see some of you there.

We continue to work towards making the
University of Buckingham the UK’s first Positive
University. With mental health problems in
British universities at a crisis point, we are
adopting the approach of positive psychology
among staff and students to enable them to
be happier, feel more engaged with learning
and develop a purpose in their lives while
studying and beyond. We are delighted to be
pioneering this movement and you can find
out more about what Buckingham is doing on
our website.

We have also just been given permission to
start construction on the Inov8 site across the
river from the Anthony De Rothschild Building.
This site will become home to the Medical
School as it continues to expand and I’m
excited to see the flagship building go up.

Over the past year Buckingham has also
undergone extensive visual changes. The
new Medical School Building at Milton
Keynes Hospital was opened at the end
of last year, giving our medical students a
great space to study. In addition, the Vinson
Building, which sits at the heart of the Hunter
Street campus, is nearly complete and due
to open its doors in early November. It is

But change isn’t just happening on
campus. In the hope to make a difference
in Saudi Education, I have accepted a new
unpaid Government position as Special
Representative for Education for the UK Saudi
Programme. The role includes providing
intellectual leadership and a strategic steer to
the UK/Saudi education partnership, working
closely with both governments to establish a
programme for change. I am looking forward
to seeing the progression this new role will
bring to the education sector.
Please do visit us soon and see for yourself
how Buckingham is changing.
Anthony
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New Senior Staff
Emma Potts – Chief Operating Officer
Emma Potts has recently joined Buckingham
as Chief Operating Officer and University
Secretary. Emma was formerly Academic
Registrar at the University of Oxford,
having previously been in a number of
other roles, including Director of Student
Administration and Services since arriving
at Oxford in September 2006. Prior to
that, she developed her career in university
administration over 17 years at University
College London, specialising in examination
administration, education policy, student
systems development and process review.

Professor Andrew Eder –
Dean of Dentistry
Professor Andrew Eder has recently joined as Dean of Dentistry to
establish the University of Buckingham Dental Institute. Andrew’s
most recent role has been as Pro-Vice-Provost at UCL with
responsibility for short courses, professional development and
executive education across all academic departments. Previously,
Andrew has contributed to the training of postgraduates and
NHS trainees as Professor and Honorary Consultant in Restorative
Dentistry at the UCL Eastman Dental Institute. Andrew also
continues to be in specialist practice in central London where he
provides high quality care to patients with complex oral health
needs. We look forward to seeing how his work will develop the new
Dental Institute.
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Chrissa Beaumont – Director of Marketing

Emma holds a MusB degree from the
University of Manchester and is keen on
sport, particularly hockey and cricket.

Former Director of Marketing and External

of Technology, Sydney in the Alumni and

Relations at Australian Catholic University,

External Relations office. I published the

Chrissa joins the University as the new

University’s inaugural alumni magazine,

Director of Marketing.

TOWER, the launch of which went on to win

At the age of 14 I recall undertaking a

a CASE (Council for the Advancement and

personality profile test at school: it was

Support of Education) award.

designed to help us plan our future career

At my most recent post, at Australian

paths. I still have it buried in a box back

Catholic University (ACU), my responsibilities

in Sydney. The teacher sat me down and

expanded to include all key marketing and

explained I had a split profile: a knack and

communications functions. There were a

affinity for business management, and a

lot of firsts at ACU: first digital team, first

drive to be creative. She raised her hands as

content team, first real campaign, first

if to say, ‘I’m not sure what you can do with

brand project, first website project… It was

that’. Nor did I.

an exciting time to join a relatively small

After dragging my heels through an

university (in Australia) with an ambition

undergraduate business degree (the

to grow and professionalise. There were

I plan to build energy

practical choice) I went back to university

many successes at ACU too: national and

to complete a Master of Arts in Journalism

international marketing awards, a 50 per cent

around new ideas and
approaches, exploring how

(the rather impractical option) – with

growth in student numbers, and a rise in our

little thought to where it would land me.

brand awareness levels.

I wrote letters to every book publisher

There are many parallels between my time

we can do things better.

in Sydney before finding one that would

at ACU and the challenges we have ahead in

meet me for coffee. He must have taken

marketing at the University of Buckingham.

pity on me, mentioned they had a role in

I plan to build energy around new ideas and

the administrative team, and I jumped at it.

approaches, exploring how we can do things

Within two years I was working directly with

better. Understanding who we are and who

authors and editing manuscripts. From there,

we aspire to be – in essence, our brand – will

I ambled my way through the publishing

be key, and alumni play a crucial role in this.

world of magazines and newspapers: with

I am a firm believer that alumni are

stints in both New York and London.

universities best brand ambassadors.

Meeting lauded writers, attending launches,

You are the many stories of our success

exotic photo shoots: it seemed glamorous,

and I look forward to engaging with, and

but felt somewhat soulless. So upon my

learning from, you as the University embarks

return to Sydney in 2007, I took up my first

on an exciting new period of investment

role in higher education at the University

and growth.

“I’m enjoying my time at
Buckingham so far and look
forward to working with you
all to make the University even
more successful”

Professor Nick Rees –
Dean of Humanities
The newly appointed Dean of Humanities joins Buckingham having
previously worked as Associate Provost in Abu Dhabi University and
as Dean of Humanities at Liverpool Hope University. Nick was also
founding Dean of the Graduate School at the University of Limerick,
Ireland. Nick comes with a background in international relations,
with particular interests in the European Union, United Nations and
peace-keeping. He has widely published over the years, including
books on the EU, UN and Irish foreign policy. He is a former
president of the Political Studies Association of Ireland and the Royal
Irish Academy’s International Affairs Committee, where he served as
editor of the annual review of Irish foreign policy.
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Ronel Lehmann

(Business Studies, 1986):
I always feel strongly that the University of Buckingham
provided me with the greatest foundation for life. It was a
challenging time full of intensive study, tutorials and engagement,
designed to bring the best out in me. It was also a great time to
forge friendships right across the globe, many of which are still as
active today, as they were then. The best thing about my Business
Degree was the two year programme, unheard of at the time
and which has now gained acceptance and popularity where
the importance of increasing productivity is paramount. Why
take three years with extended breaks, when you can complete
your studies sooner and be ready for work sooner? This sense
of urgency and discipline remains with me to this day, which is
why I will do anything and everything for Buckingham, the best
return on its investment for life.”

For those starting out in the workplace,
getting the right job is no easy business,
especially in the new world of employment
with its algorithm-based selection
processes and AI interviews. But for
struggling school and college leavers – and
their parents – help is at hand in the form of
bespoke concierge careers service Finito.

in marketing and recruitment, he set
up the company in 2016 after noticing
there weren’t any organisations aimed
at coaching people into their desired
careers. Seeing an open door, he pushed
through it, wrote a two-page business
plan, approached Addison Lee founder
John Griffin (now Finito’s non-executive
chairman) and 90 days later was up and
running. Finito now boasts an advisory
board that includes former education
minister Nicky Morgan, educationalists Sir
Anthony Seldon (Buckingham’s own ViceChancellor) and Dame Mary Richardson, as
well as 14 mentors who have solid business
experience, who know what employers want
and how to prepare candidates to match
those requirements.

Company founder Ronel is an expert
hand at steering young people into
fulfilling employment. After a long career

Two years on, Finito remains the only
service of its kind in the UK, equipping
every young person who comes to it with

It isn’t easy, breaking into your dream
career, even if you’ve left school or college
with good results. We met Business School
alumnus, Ronel Lehmann (Business Studies,
1986), to find out how his career has
developed since graduating. Ronel is the
man behind Finito, a company dedicated to
helping young people (and those of every
age looking to make a career change) get
work-ready.
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“We’ve helped a number
of people at senior level,
using the same skills, and the
same methodology of approach.
And we have had some real
successes.”

the life skills and mental focus required
to secure the job they desire. And if they
are not sure what they want to do, Finito’s
experts will roll up their sleeves and help
them find a profession that flexes their skills
and drives their ambition.

mocked up her CV to resemble L’Escargot’s
menu, and she sent it to the top five
restaurant PR firms and within a minute one
of them had replied, requesting a meeting,
even though there wasn’t a vacancy at
that time.

Clients range widely, with some focused
on entering highly competitive areas, such
as the arts or management consultancy.
Others need assertiveness training, or
guidance towards finding out what they
want to do in work and securing that
crucial first job. And then there are the
ones who must be weaned from unrealistic
expectations and bad habits. It’s Finito’s role
to get clients feet firmly on the ground and
turned towards achieving realisable goals.

As well as working with candidates one-onone, Finito also partners with universities,
colleges and schools, working with groups
of up to six students to instil the skills that
will guide them into working life. And it’s
a serious commitment from Finito’s side.
“We don’t let go of them until they’ve got
a job,” says Ronel. While its focus is fixed on
the school, college and university leaver,
Finito also provides mentoring for people
in midlife who want to change career and
stand out from the crowd in an increasingly
competitive and rapidly changing job
market.

There’s specific training in areas such as
interview technique and handling hostile
questions. However, to get that far, you
need to stand out from the crowd, and that
begins with your CV. Here, again, Finito’s
expertise can be a game-changer. One
example Ronel gave us is a young woman
who wanted to be a restaurant PR. Finito

To find out more about Finito’s career
concierge service and the route from
education to employment, go to
www.finito.org.uk

Reproduced with kind permission of Tim Cumming at The Telegraph
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Jamie Lee-Brown

Faith Hall

(English Studies, 2012)

(LLB, 2001)

My time at Buckingham, both as a student and a member of staff,
made a rich contribution to my academic, personal and professional
development. This can still be felt through the friendships I’ve
retained with former colleagues and mentors.
After graduating with an English Studies degree in 2012, I joined
Buckingham’s International Office and was given the opportunity to
peek behind the curtain and see the moving parts of an institution
I’d come to know as a student. This deepened my understanding of a
University which was growing and chasing its ambitions as its students
chased theirs. This was more true than ever when I left Buckingham
in August 2015 to pursue a master’s degree in Vienna. It was then
that the reigns of the Vice-Chancellorship were being passed from
Professor Terence Kealey to Sir Anthony Seldon, and a new chapter
was being opened in Buckingham’s story.
Having accompanied me through almost five transformative years,
the University even made sure that I was delivered safely to my next
destination; my boss drove me all the way to Vienna. After completing
the first half of my programme there, I had the opportunity to spend
most of the next academic year in the US—as a student in California
and an intern in DC.
One thesis submission and a few months later I found myself once
more packing my possessions into a van. this time I was bound for
Belgium, where I joined the World Bank’s Transport Practice and
remain today.
Readers could be forgiven for thinking that a degree in English
might seem like a round-about way into a career in transport
and development (admittedly, I’ve skipped over the studies in
economics), but I remain convinced that a firm grasp of language
(both technical and cultural) is a solid foundation to be laying for the
future, no matter the direction of travel.

Koshu Kunii
(Economics with French, 2014)
Life is an accumulation of choices, and a series of seemingly trivial
decisions that I made at Buckingham led me via a scattered path to
my current job in Paris, France.
I originally enrolled at Buckingham to study BA International Studies.
However, after two weeks I changed course to BSc Economics with
French. During orientation I had come across the Modern Foreign
Language department desk and, purely out of personal interest,
decided to change course and take French as a minor.
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(Koshu and Jamie, somewhere between Tallinn and Helsinki. 2018).

After graduating from The University of Buckingham in March 2014, I
started my career as an Analyst Intern at an event-driven hedge fund
in Geneva, Switzerland. It was my minor in French that landed me the
role. Little did I know that my interest in learning a little French would
give me a kick-start in my career.
After finishing my internship and wanting to further my interest in
economics, I joined The Economist’s Club at Buckingham. A small
group of caring professors and interested students met weekly for a
discussion of articles in the latest issue of The Economist. I thoroughly
enjoyed the intellectual stimulation I experienced during these
discussions, so I decided to pursue a master’s degree in International
Economics and Finance at Johns Hopkins University in Washington
DC, US.
After completing my master’s degree in 2015, I moved to Mexico
City, Mexico, to work in corporate banking, providing financing
to multinational corporations in Latin America. This move, again,
was supported by Spanish courses I took at Buckingham. I found
languages at Buckingham challenging, but the struggle of confusing
Spanish with French bore fruit in a way that I could not have predicted
at the time.
I am now a Junior Economist / Policy Analyst at the OECD
(Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development)
in Paris, France, working with policy analysis on capital flows and
clean energy finance.
Sometimes, life can only be explained backwards, and the little
senseless choices you make can lead you to an adventurous path.

“While I never held the
desire to practice Law, I
credit the University of
Buckingham’s Law programme
and faculty with training me
to love research, history, justice,
and methodical/analytical
thinking.”

Faith studied for a Bachelor’s Degree in Law
at Buckingham, graduating in 2001. After
completing her degree Faith decided not
to practice Law, and instead of following
the traditional route of going to Bar School,
applied to Seminary in New York. However,
she decided against going to Seminary and
training as a priest because during that time
it was the season of the 2002 Bahamian
General Elections.
Having been appointed a Vice Chair of the
Progressive Liberal Party, she was invited to
join the writing team for those elections.
She quietly became a contributing
strategist and writer to the Party, and its
Leader, former Prime Minister Rt Hon
Perry Christie for some 20 years. She
eventually retired as head speechwriter of
the Progressive Liberal Party after the 2017
General Elections.
It was after the 2012 Elections that,
notwithstanding her continued political
work as an analyst, writer, and consultant,
and eventual formal employment in the
office of the Prime Minister, Faith explored
the more creative side of writing. She
has been the editor in chief of Up and
Away Magazine (the inflight magazine of

Bahamasair), and has also become a sought
after ghost autobiographer. One of her
poems dedicated to the late Maya Angelou
can also be heard on the latest album (Black
Current Jam) of 7 x Grammy Awarded
American bassist, Robert Hurst.
Faith says: “At present I am working on the
story of a climate refugee who has also
survived the Nigerian BiAfra conflict as well
as the US invasion of Grenada.” She feels this
is important work for the future of the most
vulnerable in the Caribbean region who are
victims of stronger hurricanes and other
climate related calamities.
In addition to this work, Faith is also
researching Climate Change and legal
responsibility. She visited Buckingham last
year and met with Dr Hephzibah Egede
(Senior Lecturer in Law) and other faculty to
discuss the subject matter. She hopes to be
able to visit again soon.
“While I never held the desire to practice
Law, I credit the University of Buckingham’s
Law programme and faculty with training
me to love research, history, justice, and
methodical/analytical thinking.”
You can find out more about Faith at
www.beingfaith.com.
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Malebogo Modise
(Current Psychology Student)

“We were delighted to be
able to offer a scholarship to
Malebogo Modise based upon
her exceptional academic record
at Tiger Kloof High School
in South Africa and upon
the recommendation of the
Vice Chancellor. Malebogo is
demonstrating a high academic
standard on the psychology degree
programme and we are very happy
that she was able to join us”
Dr Alan Martin,
Head of Psychology and Wellbeing

My name is Malebogo Modise and as I
grew up I fell victim to the ideology that
strength is measured according to what we
can endure in life. However, I have come to
the conclusion that true strength is one’s
ability to learn and gain understanding from
anything and everything. Education
is strength.

That’s the beauty and wonder of education;
it sets you apart, challenges you and makes
you see yourself beyond your hurt and
struggle. Most importantly, education is
the greatest tool we as students have been
given to serve those who are in desperate
need to see themselves outside of a world
of poverty and lack.

I am well acquainted with rejection and
have been a recipient of it from a tender
age. My mother abandoned me when I was
two years old, only for my father to then
disown me completely at the age of fifteen.
The night my father shut the door on me,
I stopped belonging to someone. I walked
away, bearing his insults and anger on my
back. That, I believe, is dehumanization. A
child is dehumanized when no one claims
them, more so when they are told that they
will never amount to anything. My sister
took me in and that was the beginning of
my journey of “un-becoming” everything I
thought I was and would become.

A young girl is expected to survive rape
and a young boy is absurdly demanded
to snap out of drug addiction. All these
expectations, yet no one is willing to teach
these young individuals how to heal and
become who they were meant to be,
through love and kindness. That is the
challenge my country, South Africa, faces,
and that is why it is operating at a loss. That,
to me, is the sole reason why the world
continues to break.

Rejection holds such great power that it
is able to completely break you and allow
you to gradually pick your pieces up, to
mould your weaknesses into your greatest
strength - if you allow it to. As I had nothing
else to lose, I decided to gain something
no one could ever take away from me,
education. My father had stopped paying
for my school fees, but because my hunger
to find my strength was evident in my newly
found work ethic, I was awarded a bursary
to complete High School at Tiger Kloof in
South Africa, a school known to produce
world leaders even after being shut down
during the apartheid regime.
Being provided with an educational
opportunity is enough validation for even
a broken child to start trusting themselves
enough to chase a dream. Just as I saw
myself worthy of love through my sister, the
University of Buckingham saw me deserving
of a chance to heal myself and strengthen
the world just by awarding me a scholarship.

That is my reason for studying psychology.
In a society damaged by a brutal past,
where many young South Africans are
taught and expected to survive their bad
realities, I chose to heal. Education is such
privilege, a privilege that I unapologetically
choose to use to serve others. I am studying
psychology in order to break down the
societal principle that we as human beings
must just survive and measure our strength
according to the painful situations that are
imposed on us. I dream of a world where
we can confidently turn away from a lack of
self-worth regardless of past disadvantages.
That is my purpose. A purpose that can
successfully be fulfilled through education.
There is a weight of responsibility that is
assigned to you who have been blessed with
the gift of education. How will you use it?

International Entrepreneurship Scholarship
The Buckingham Innovation and Enterprise
Centre is offering multiple budding entrepreneurs
from across the world the chance to win a
scholarship to study our unique BSc (Hons)
Business Enterprise degree.
These scholarships have been made possible thanks to a generous gift
from Buckingham alumna and German entrepreneur, businesswoman
and philanthropist, Susanne Klatten (Business Studies, 1986).
Susanne made a gift of £1.8m to fund an Innovation and Enterprise
Centre at the University of Buckingham which will enable its
enterprise and entrepreneurship department to grow significantly at
a time when the government has identified these areas as key for the
country to retain its place in global markets.
As well as having a highly successful career, Susanne is also involved in
a huge range of philanthropic work including the establishment of a
leading European centre for entrepreneurship in Munich.
Susanne said: “Some of my most formative experiences in business
and management took place at the University of Buckingham. Since
then I have been deeply convinced that entrepreneurship is key for
progress and value in both economy and society.”
Sir Anthony Seldon added: “We are extremely grateful for this
extraordinary gift that will enable Buckingham to become one of the
country’s leading centres for entrepreneurship and enterprise. It will
also enable us to grow as a university.”
As well as enabling the University’s enterprise and entrepreneurship
department to grow from 100 to 600 students the funding will help with
setting up internships, scholarships and PhD courses. It will be used to
incorporate entrepreneurship modules into other Buckingham courses.
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There will also be a scheme to encourage school and college students to
bring an enterprising approach to curriculums.
A £3m donation by Buckinghamshire Thames Valley LEP on top of
entrepreneur Lord Vinson’s £7m donation has enabled the university
to construct its new Vinson Building, which will be a centre for liberal
economics as well as housing the new Buckingham Innovation and
Enterprise Centre.
In 2006 the University of Buckingham was the first university in the
world to create an undergraduate course, the BSc Business Enterprise
programme, where students could “pitch” for up to £5,000 funding
from a “Dragon’s Den” type panel of local businesses (Buckingham
Angels) to finance startups.
Buckingham now offers the following courses in enterprise,
entrepreneurship or innovation:
• BSc Business Enterprise (BBE)
• MSc in Entrepreneurial Consultancy and Practice (MECP)
• BSc in Computing and Software Entrepreneurship (BCSE)

The Ideal Candidate
We are looking for candidates who can demonstrate the following:
• A passion for entrepreneurship
• A creative and innovative approach to life
• A great mind for business
• Enthusiasm for learning
The scholarship is worth up to £17,400 for new applicants to the
Business Enterprise Degree available for September 2018 and
January 2019.
Please contact Dean Jones, Partnerships and Outreach Manager for
further information: dean.jones@buckingham.ac.uk
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Students First

A Private
Answer to a
Public Need

The University’s Student Welfare Department is changing to meet
the huge increase in demand for our services.

(Millie and Darcy the Students First dogs)
a massive increase in unconditional offers
and a hugely competitive recruitment
landscape, the demand for complex
support is growing exponentially. This has
a huge effect on wellbeing not only for the
student, but impacts family, friends, peers
and staff. The pressure also has a substantial
impact on retention and completion rates,
employability and long term productivity.

In 2007/8, 9675 students in the UK disclosed
a disability to their HE provider, whereas in
2016/17 this rose to 57305. From 2010 – 2015
there was a 220% increase in mental health
disclosures and a 56% rise in known disability.
Yet figures suggest these disclosure rates
represent less than 10% of the student
population, and there’s an awful lot that
develops when students are studying or that
we don’t see until it becomes a big problem.

University is a peak time for these issues to
occur, with 75% of chronic mental illness
starting by age 24. Across HE, only 12% of
students who died by suicide were seeing
student welfare services. The societal
expectations are enormous, and there’s a
large number who don’t have the resilience
to deal with this constant pressure. These
days 50% of young people are expected
to have a degree by the age of 30 and with

During a recent meeting to all staff, we
presented a briefing where a whole slide was
just dedicated to listing the work we do: from
counselling to academic support, financial
advice to child support, placements to
home visits, mentoring to assessments, staff
support to policy advice, workshops, clinics,
outreach, training, crisis response and 3rd
party co-ordination to ensure care for our
students. As a department, we want to add
value to the student experience, promote to
parents our care expertise, and encourage
sharing of issues that impact on the student’s
studies. We want to be the gold standard
in our sector and because of our focus on
the students, we’ve decided to rename our
department ‘Students First’.
We want to be aspirational. We want to
pre-empt, not firefight. Over the past year
we’ve recruited professional, qualified and
experienced staff to address the needs of our
students and the needs of the University. Our
team now boasts a head of service, a mental
health advisor, two student advisors, two
student mentors, a disability support officer,
a dyslexia and learning support advisor, three
counsellors and a family welfare officer.
We hope that Students First will make a
significant difference to the wellbeing of our
students and we look forward to welcoming
further change soon.
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A perennial problem in the UK is supply of
new doctors each year, with the most critical
need in General Practice and Psychiatry. We
never seem to train enough for ourselves
and have to recruit from overseas to meet
demand. Last year 44% of new doctors
registered in the UK qualified overseas,
27% of these from outside the EEA where
there may well be doctor shortages in
those countries. From next year there will
be 7500 places (up from 6000 in 2017) in
the state sector, costing the best part of
£2bn, and it still isn’t enough; the shortfall is
still around 6,000 doctors. Are there other
ways? What about private Medical Schools?
Not surprising the model is not popular
in the existing sector yet the University
of Buckingham, your University, had the
courage to set up the first private medical
school in the UK in 100 years.
One of the defining features of the University
of Buckingham Medical School is that it
receives no state support whatsoever. It
exists because of the students who pay the
same fee irrespective of whether they are
overseas or home students, with home
students comprising 60% of our cohorts.
From 2019, when our first cohort graduates,
we will from then on, be producing doctors
at no cost to the taxpayer. I’ll repeat that,
no cost to the taxpayer. Starting with 60
pioneering students in 2015 building to 100
in 2018 with ambitions to eventually get to
150 per year. The whole set up was funded
privately by the University of Buckingham.
Our operating model is very simple. We pay
from the student fees for all of the elements
required for high quality medical education
and for placements we have negotiated
directly with the NHS Trusts who take our
students. The total cost of our programme
is under £170k, compared to some £230k
the tax payer has to fork out to produce
each doctor in the state sector. Another
feature is that we focus solely on delivering
high quality medical education and the
staff are dedicated to that principle. This
attitude is reflective of the whole university

(John Clapham shaking hands with HRH the Duke of Kent at the opening of the Academic Centre)
which achieved a TEF Gold for its teaching.
Our model also means that we can tell our
students exactly what we spend their fees on.
It is a high overhead, low margin programme
so we are not in it for the mega money but
as an expression of the pride we have in our
university and the kudos of having a medical
school.
Half of the revenue from the medical school,
despite it being private, goes directly into
the publically funded NHS. In 2018 this will
amount to over £5.5m, well over 10% of
the entire universities revenue. This, and
partnership with a medical school, brings
benefits to hospitals and the communities
around them. They can use the money to
recruit new consultants to compensate for
the time spent on teaching but from a much
wider demographic because of the attraction
of education to many consultants. Thus the
communities around teaching hospitals
benefit from the higher calibre applicants for
consultant jobs.
We have built up very strong and positive
relationships with our Trust partners. Our
first partner, and hub hospital, was Milton
Keynes NHS Foundation Trust, now Milton
Keynes University Hospital. In February
2018, a state of the art Academic Centre,
designed by Philip Bodie of Fielden+Mawson,
was opened on the hospital campus by His
Highness the Duke of Kent. Not only will
our students benefit from these glorious
facilities but also trainee doctors, nurses and
allied health professionals working at the
Trust. It is a real symbol, and testament, to
the relationship that has developed between

(photo by Paul Studd)
our school and the hospital. Something,
as our medical school develops, we would
like to replicate in some way with our other
partners.
We do, however, have an Achilles Heel;
widening participation. We are desperate to
be able to engage with this but because we
are not HEFCE (now OfS and UKVI) funded
we were excluded from bidding for the new
medical school places announced by Jeremy
Hunt in October 2016. Given the obvious
good we do - enhancing the NHS hospitals
we work with and producing doctors, free of
charge to the taxpayer, for those hospitals –
we ask, why then can’t the new Secretary of
State for Health, Nick Hancock find a novel
way of funding a widening participation
scheme through us? It would certainly be
cost effective and send such a strong and
positive signal that all avenues are being
addressed to tackle our shortage of doctors.
Professor John C Clapham
Pro Vice Chancellor,
Health Sciences and Research
Originally written for The New Statesman Spotlight on
Health supplement, published 16 April 2018
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We hope that the class
of 2018 enjoyed their
day and look forward to
keeping in touch with them
as they become part of our
wonderful alumni network.

Matthew Walker-Roberts (Business and Management with Spanish, 2018) was
awarded The Edgar Palamountain Medal for Excellence by Mrs Chloe Woodhead (Edgar
Palamountain’s daughter). The Palamountain Medal was instituted in memory of Edgar
Palamountain (Chairman of Council at Buckingham 1979-1984) and is given each year to the
undergraduate who is judged ‘first among equals’

Graduation 2018 and Prize Winners
Our annual Graduation ceremonies were held on Friday 16 and Saturday 17 March (during several snow showers!).
We hosted five ceremonies over the two days: Business, Humanities and Science & HRI on Friday, followed by Law
and Education on Saturday.
We had three guest speakers (Mr Pete Winkelman, Sir David Carter and Mr Ed Smith) and one Honorary Graduate
(Mr Richard Mawrey QC) this year, each of whom gave wonderfully inspiring speeches to the graduands. As usual,
the ceremonies were followed by a complimentary lunch, afternoon tea or dinner and a chance for the Graduates
to meet with friends and lecturers.
Mr Richard Mawrey QC was awarded an Honorary
Doctorate in Law at our Law Graduation ceremony.
Born in 1942, Mawrey was educated at Rossall and
Magdalen College Oxford, taking a first in Law and
winning the Eldon Law Scholarship. Called to the Bar
in 1964 he has practised as a Barrister in London since
1965, talking silk in 1986. After a general practice
at the Bar, in the latter years Mawrey has specialised
in consumer law and IT litigation. He has had a long
career as a part-time Judge, having been appointed
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a Crown Court Recorder in 1981 and a deputy High
Court Judge in 1995. Mr Mawrey is best known,
however, as an Election Judge, trying cases involving
serious electoral malpractice in Birmingham, Slough
and Tower Hamlets in one of which he notoriously
said the frauds involved would ‘disgrace a banana
republic’. He is also the author or editor of several
standard law books and a founder and trustee of the
heritage charity Historic Gardens Foundation. We
welcome Mr Mawrey to the Buckingham family.

Freya Lenton (Psychology, 2018) was awarded The G-Volution Prize for Academic
Distinction by Mrs Anne Matsuoka (Head of Alumni and Graduation) on behalf of Mr Chris
Smith (European Studies, 1984) who was unable to attend the Graduation ceremony. The
G-Volution prize is awarded for exceptional academic performance during undergraduate
studies at Buckingham.

Eleonora Winger (MA Security, Intelligence and Diplomacy, 2018) was awarded The
Dame Barbara Shenfield Award by Mr Peter Lewis (Dame Barbara’s son). The Dame Barbara
Shenfield Award was instituted in memory of Dame Barbara Shenfield, a founder of the
University’s Council. The award is given annually to the postgraduate who is judged to have
achieved the best overall performance of the year.
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Estates Department
The Estates Team continues to play an important role in
the development of the University. Whilst investment
in the existing estate continues at pace, with many
areas of academic, administrative and accommodation
space undergoing significant improvement to enhance
facilities at Buckingham, it is the exciting capital
investment in new buildings and facilities that is our
main focus.

Sports Update
Firstly, the new Medical School Academic Centre
at Milton Keynes Hospital opened its doors at the
beginning of this year providing state of the art teaching
space, medical simulation facilities and social study and
learning space for the Medical School undergraduates
who are on placement at the hospital.

Basketball

Cheerleaders

Netball

Opened on time and on budget, this 2000sqm two
storey building, being shared with the Hospital’s own
Postgraduate Education Centre, has been extremely well
received by both students and staff alike.
Secondly, the biggest building to be built on the Hunter
Street campus for over 30 years is closing in on its
completion date of the end of November.
The £8.5m, 2200sqm Vinson Building right in the
centre of the Hunter Street Campus is a three storey
building which will house the Centre for Economics and
Entrepreneurship as well as a 190 seat lecture theatre,
large social learning area, coffee shop, bookshop,
additional teaching facilities and administrative space.
The Vinson Building will become the central focus for the
campus, being a fantastic new facility for all students as
well as the local community.
Thirdly, we anticipate being able to announce the go
ahead for the creation of a new Medical School on the
Tingewick Road site soon. This site, (formally Hartridges/
Inov8), was cleared last year and this £15m project will
provide a new purpose built facility to enable even more
students to join our Medical School undergraduate
programme.
The work will include a new footbridge link across the
River Great Ouse to the Hunter Street Campus, the
creation of a public riverside path within the site and
the necessary infrastructure for the future additional
development of the site, including further academic and
research space and accommodation for 300 students.
And talking of student accommodation, by the time you
read this we will hopefully have planning consent to build
a new student accommodation block on the Station
Road car park, opposite the Chandos Road building.
This three storey building will retain the car park on the
ground floor and provide 112 new student rooms on
the other two floors. Part of this project is to reinstate
the old Buckingham Town Station platform which
runs alongside the building, enhancing the existing
Buckingham Railway and Circular Walks, which currently
cut across the car park, for both our students and the
local community.

2017/18 has been a great year for sport at the
University with our Basketball Club leading
the way. After finishing the 2016/17 season in
second place the team went one better this
year winning the Division Two title, losing
only one game along the way!
Another first for the basketball team was
their participation in the Cup Final contested
against the winners of the Division One
title. It was a hard fought contest which
sadly finished in an 88 – 65 loss for the
Buckingham Barons. The aim for the year
ahead is to compete once again for the
league title and make another run at cup
glory. The Club also organised an end of
season tour to Amsterdam in April 2018,
during which the team played a game
against a local basketball club and explored
the city. It’s been a really ground breaking
year for the Buckingham Barons and
hopefully they will continue to go from
strength to strength next year.
(Follow the team’s progress next season
from September 2018 on
www.localleaguefixtures.com)
Ladies basketball is also growing on campus
under the watchful eye of Club Committee
members Bella Devine (Communication,
Media and Journalism) and Deborah
Odidison (Law with Politics). There are now
a core group of women that play every
Thursday and we hope to begin organising
some fixtures for them in the upcoming year.

The Cheerleaders have also had a good year,
winning the Open Allstar Cheer Level One
Division at Ice Breaker Rewind in April. The
squad competed with 18 athletes and under
the guidance of Buckingham Alumnus, Paige
Hottor (nee Cronje) (Communication, Media
and Journalism, 2014) they continue to
expand their skill set and love of the sport.
The Badminton Club are still the largest club
on campus with over 40 members actively
participating on a weekly basis across their
two sessions. In the past year the Club
have organised a number of intramural
tournaments for members and are about to
launch coaching sessions for members that
will be delivered by current student Kunrui
Zheng (Accounting and Finance), who
passed his level 1 coaching qualification in
July 2018.

Rugby
The Rugby Club have had a tough year
with lots of merit festivals being cancelled,
however despite some disappointment there
has been a lot of success! We have seen 10
players regularly playing for Buckingham
Town Rugby Club across the 2nd and 3rd XVs
and the touch rugby sessions on Wednesday
have continued to engage new players.

The Netball club have competed in a Back to
Netball league on Wednesday evenings over
the past year and have done exceptionally
well to maintain and grow interest in the
activity. The girls have received great praise
from the league organisers for their attitude,
commitment on court and playing ability.
They are a credit to the University.

Polo
The Polo Club have also had a tough year
but there are shoots of recovery for the
group as they begin a new chapter in their
history at Rugby Park Polo Club. The target
moving forward for the club is to grow their
membership and sustain weekly sessions
ahead of the next SUPA Nationals.
The Sports Union has been ably led by
Peyton Matthews-Hewer and her team for
the past year. In the past year they have
supported clubs with match teas, provided
taster activities of new sports and launched
a new kit supply deal with Zoo Sports. If you
would like to see or purchase any of the
University sports kit you can do so here:
https://www.zoo-sport.co.uk/club-shops/
university-of-buckingham
Peyton and her team will be bowing
out of office with a very grand Sports
Awards evening.

These are exciting times at the University and the whole
of the Estates Team are proud to be part of the current
changes.
Colin Stocker, Estates Bursar
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Updates from the Schools

Education
The successful candidates attended a celebratory event in the Palace
of Westminster, hosted by local MP and Speaker, The Rt Hon John
Bercow MP.

Heading
Applied Computing

Professor Geraint Jones, Dean of Education said:
Solving the data science skills gap: new MSc in Applied Data Science.
Mark Carney, Governor of The Bank of England, recently described
data as “the new oil”. Data analytics is rapidly becoming a priority
for businesses across all sectors. Demand for skilled data scientists is
quickly growing but supply is currently low.
Our new MSc in Applied Data Science aims to train a new generation
of data scientists to meet the growing demand for specialists skilled
in this field. Underpinned by the Department’s research expertise,
a unique feature of the programme is the embedding of skills and
knowledge relevant to leadership in IT, technology innovation
and enterprise, ethics, and research. These skills will be developed
through a series of workshops conducted by relevant experts from
within the University and from industry.
Head of Applied Computing, Dr Harin Sellahewa, said, “Thanks
to our industry partners, like Ten D Innovations, students of this
programme will be able to undertake real-life Big Data projects

which, if successful, could be utilised straight away.” In order to make
this course accessible to those already in employment, an intensive
delivery model is available, as well as the traditional full-time study
option. The programme is one year in duration and the first cohort
of students will begin in January 2019.

Earlier this year the School of Education launched a brand new £100k
scholarship scheme. They wrote to Headteachers of all state schools
in Buckinghamshire, inviting them to nominate colleagues. A total
of 22 teachers from 19 schools across Buckinghamshire successfully
secured fully funded teacher training, ranging from PGCE through to
Masters in Educational Leadership.

“Buckinghamshire schools are in the bottom 10%
when it comes to funding, and given our reputation
in the field of teacher training, we wanted to
give something back to local schools. We have
been overwhelmed with the response to the new
Scholarship Scheme; originally we had in mind
that we would offer 20 fully funded places in
total, but we have extended this to 22, given the
strength of the applications.”

For more details, please contact The Applied Computing Team on
01280 828219.

Psychology
Business
• Professor V Charles has co-edited a book, ‘Big Data for the Greater Good’, published by Springer. The book highlights some of the most
fascinating current uses, thought-provoking changes and biggest challenges that Big Data means for our society. The book can be purchased
from the Springer website.
• Professor John Bicheno has been keynote speaker at several events recently, including: the TWI Kata conference in Venice, the
International QMOD Conference in Cardiff, a seminar on Lean Service arranged by Rabobank, the KwaZulu Natal Annual Lean Conference in
Pietermaritzburg RSA and ELEC 2018.
• The University of Buckingham’s ‘Buckingham Lean Enterprise Department’ (BLEU), together with Reinvigoration Ltd have launched the
World’s First Online Bachelor of Science in Operational Excellence. The undergraduate work-based degree is the first of its kind, studied parttime over three years with a substantial component of work-based projects, and has been designed to help public and private organisations
alike develop internal Operational Excellence capabilities. For more information please contact kim.pittwood@buckingham.ac.uk

Law
2018 has been a great year so far for the Law School:
• Ernest Ugbejeh and Angela Bazunu both achieved their doctorate
in Law.
• Three of the 5 Puisne judges in the Supreme Court of Bermuda are
graduates from the University of Buckingham Law School.

• We welcomed many local students to our Careers in Law
Conference: speakers included Mr Peter Marcus Barrister and
Visiting Professor in Law and Chief Executive of Table Tennis
England Sara Sutcliffe (UoB alumna).
• This year the part-time Law degree programme will mark its
25-year anniversary.

On 31 August 2018 the Psychology Department at Buckingham ceased to exist! On 1 September we became the School of Psychology and
Wellbeing. The Psychology Department has grown in recent recruitment cycles to recruit intakes of 84 undergraduate students. In September
2018 and January 2019 we will again have a combined intake of 84 undergraduate students. This also means that for the first time in Buckingham’s
history, this Autumn term we will have over 200 psychology students studying at Buckingham! This growth has been achieved by also maintaining
the tutorial teaching model, in fact promoting this model has been the single biggest factor in our recruiting success. We now have 13 full time
academic staff, having appointed four more staff in 2018, and we are very pleased that psychology at Buckingham has now returned to the top 10 in
the Guardian League tables for 2019 and we are 8th in the psychology subject league table.

Humanites
As well as maintaining its impressive breadth of offerings across the
range of the arts, humanities and social sciences, the School has been
working hard on innovative new programmes which will launch in 2019.

tandem with minor subjects that will provide a substantive knowledge
base for a range of exciting careers, in Europe and beyond.”

These include new BA Honours degrees in Modern Foreign Languages
(which can now be studied in combination with Journalism, Art History,
Management, and Politics), and in Security, Intelligence and Cyber.

New postgraduate offerings include an MA in United Nations and
Diplomatic Studies, hosted by the University’s new Centre for UN
Studies and an MA in Sports Leadership, hosted by the Institute for
Sports Humanities and led by sports historian and cricketer Ed Smith.

Head of MFL, Dr Karine Deslandes, comments: “We are delighted that
at Buckingham the study of modern languages is making a comeback.
Our new Major-Minor degrees allow students to study and apply
the contemporary use of French and Spanish to the highest level, in

https://www.buckingham.ac.uk/mfl

https://www.buckingham.ac.uk/economics-international/thecentre-for-united-nations-studies/
http://www.edsmithwriter.com/academia

For the most up-to-date news from the Law School, please follow us on Facebook and Twitter (@UoBLawSchool).
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University of Buckingham
Alumni Annual Fund

Upcoming Alumni Events
We have a number of interesting events coming up in 2018 / 2019.
Please see a list below and email alumni-events@buckingham.ac.uk for more information or to sign up.
We hope to see you at one (or more) of them!

The Alumni Annual Fund
(AAF) is made up entirely of
donations from Buckingham
Alumni and endeavours to
alleviate a variety of student
needs across the University and
improve student life.
In the past the fund has supported a
number of projects, including providing
money towards two new minibuses for
students and building a memorial garden
outside the Tanlaw Mill to provide an area
of peace, contemplation and somewhere
to remember the alumni, staff and students
whom we have lost over the years.
The most recent project supported with
AAF money was the food service renovation
of the Tanlaw Mill Refectory. Money was
donated by the AAF to accommodate a new

Deli Bar, a Wrap Bar and a Burger Bar to the
refectory to improve student choice whilst
also being fully portable. The installation of
the new food stations is still in progress, but
when completely finished the stations will
display a banner advertising that they were
donated by the Alumni Annual Fund.

9 October 2018 – ‘Shakespeare and the Classics’ a public lecture
by Professor Sir Jonathan Bate
6.30pm, The Radcliffe Centre, Buckingham. Tickets £5. Please see here for more information:
https://www.bucklitfest.org/autumn-lecture-series-2018/

Margaret Ryan, Catering Manager, says:

“I am always looking at ways
to improve the food we offer
for students and staff. As we
are space restricted and as the
restaurant is also an events
venue for Students Union, I
explored the idea of having
mobile food units. While
having a brief discussion
with Head of Alumni and
Graduation, Anne Matsuoka,
she kindly suggested that the
AAF could fund the project as
it would be of great benefit
to the students. Thank you to
all who donate to the AAF,
the new resources are already
proving popular.”

19 October 2018 – The Ultimate Wellbeing in Education Conference
See more information here: https://ultimate-wellbeing-education.eventbrite.com
Please use alumni discount code UOBALUM18 for 50% off any ticket.

1 November 2018 - ‘The Novelist and Memorist’ a public lecture by David Lodge
6.30pm, The Radcliffe Centre, Buckingham. Tickets £5. Please see here for more information:
https://www.bucklitfest.org/autumn-lecture-series-2018/

15 November 2018 – Christmas Drinks event at Speaker’s House, House of Commons
For more information and to register for a place please email us at the address above.

22 November 2018 – ‘Adam Smith:
What he Thought, and Why it Matters’ a public lecture by Jesse Norman
6.30pm, Ian Fairbairn Lecture Theatre, Chandos Road, Buckingham.
Tickets £5. Please see here for more information: https://www.bucklitfest.org/autumn-lecture-series-2018/’

19 March 2019 – Public lecture by Alexander McCall Smith
More information will be provided at a later date.

22 – 23 March 2019 - Annual Graduation Ceremonies

23 March 2019 – The Swan Ball

26 – 27 June 2019 – The Festival of Higher Education
(The Catering Team)

29 June 2019 – Our First Medical School Graduation
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The University of Buckingham
Alumni Association
is hosting a Christmas Drinks Reception
at Speakers House, House of Commons
on the evening of
Thursday 15 November 2018
Entry to this event is by invitation only,
so please email:
alumni-events@buckingham.ac.uk
if you would like to attend and we will send you
an official invitation to enable you to enter the
Houses of Parliament.

#UoBLife

Campus Clothing offer a wide range of University of
Buckingham merchandise, including a brand new
tie and scarf.
Whether you’re celebrating your own graduation, want to
spoil someone you’re proud of, or just want to wear your
alma mater with pride, official University of Buckingham
merchandise is the perfect way to share success.
Please click the link below to purchase yours:
https://uk.campusclothing.com/Buckingham

